dark 1/2 moons under eyes

My formative years, a teenage atop a D.O.C.

As many as fate & luck can ever give us,

rise to meet & hold

until I realize that this runs to (opposite end)
over Co. /place, Co. above. Heels.
enchnated w/ back gyn frcm 1st moment & w/ left alone w/ it. It's 00,..., all well mind when I was back the by myself.

Since D had shown how lovely continent crossing

sereneply, maybe
March cell 206 890.0956

Rich Elstrom construction (gearhart) - Diane.
interconnection

surplus computers

signal screen

new Word problem

new = support

Wm. have seek (Durant)

- P. C. only?
adapter for

\[ \text{key \# 1, } \text{port} \]
You had me going the for a moment.

They’re big on habits. I’ve noticed. Dumb about it.

Nice ways smile (grin?)

Clap your hands until Verses show them

They like their habits
Another country heard from.

Gently

Such war...

Aunt Elling. She's come and done!

Barred

This frequent...

You start ahead @ all that can happen, y still you are not prepared...
@ Life

store ability

This, that & other

sprained ankle

1983 - 3 3 -

31 - 59

as law will allow.

substantial

my heart sinks
Kovacs - Sun.

Mazzled

A man corner

Blood draining
from his face (?)

major?

Curled, inhuman
and degrading
Casa banana (No dancing)
6 steel posts or 4 "stake (10?)

Shorty (?)
beandled (tumbled) turned his head.

4 tears, crumbled eyelids
his approach adding emphasis

against out (his)

feel it on skin

hand to (his) mouth

[Mark off]
Some years (go on forever)

Yet I never gave it a 2nd thought, such as "Do I care?"

C.H.O.E.G.

rep'd me. V him.
un matched yr
un a dung
in dublin

I resp to
Peaches gleaming
permanent sun
surrounded us...
Damn X, P, does emo (it) run in our or what, I Jones after another acting up? How many times (does a man have to deal w/ this) get caught

move out yff

customers like meat as a pin
Aronelle - No name it turned w/that did I ever
only never ever
Churches are you winners you what's big stuff?
To limits 7 of my bones colossal
dynasty round seat
Hard to read even.
Saw me?

Adyne
If you watch, you see.
Scars - 36 x 30 50/1

G / 10 D - paper, drink?

Colors - 2 sheets

Suns Gold
Yellow Peel
Gold Nugget
Bambino / Long Beper

Notes
father in apron
groaning

standing dumbfucked

other 2 of us were

more help than bumps

on a log.

Bella + leah + hannah

1st 1: Cosmic Hippo
wide/marrow smile

that day it. boro
MC, etc. immediate
sent I my father's
clue), got me + brought
had bought it.

phys memory of a time
in life when young bones
(hummed) no/promise &
imagination knew no
limits.

...inscribed...
Leftish

Honest

You're been here,

You've been here,

Well, come in until my hand gets falls off.
Governing Mardo

crummy...a story
working to
money a much
-twitch

female frays were so
much human
than males'

you see me fighting
bills like rides,
sometimes it's just
wonna, is all.
Jeneva was prep'n w him
and eyes, which
read machine
decide Butt
water vags
cut hedge?
write A.A. Burnham
H. L. Menley
call NO

Humanitas Center
Stanford CA 94305-4015
am 4 4
in my own small world, how childlike
Del like Danny Kaye
Rubbery
Maybe they need it.
Comedian, or
you.

Simple-minded
Contemplated
Caused off
now ran for
my life.

Driven y whatever in me
can not stand to not D
(taken from in) (wasted)
away w/o & changed
instruct will do.

Generous around
waist

was last in at see
it yet.
gives me creeps, nothing so far distant

What is love, really? It is not to lose, to never plastic my father, nor to me, man did so that there.

It is than 1/4 a century ago, I not find all. Staying memory works. Emotions in another. E V summer.
picked up where we left off.

That's stone-cold crazy.

Firstborn

Orthogonal studied in Hilbert space

remarkable

A saw him go...
I retreat

Holy smokes

nicotine fingers

stained

risk of ages

What's a person to say?

Wood gets in each other's nerves, but off

them just as fast.
Are you decent?

ccapts
webline
something else

She had awful trouble trying it.
We'll I mack that up.

Oh yes, we cd get on each other's nerves

celestial
my bed like 2'x4' avary/ and she's post 
& hung 1 uncertainty 
following/ no.

to give his feet some 
relief on long hours
1 tending van
behind.

Wazoo

can't on foot
expression
impossible beauty

I suppose it was something of a strange sort, but what had it to do with distinctive behavior?

That milk-cure, what was her name?
This was only a fleeting 
and a mutual hazel gaze. 
Males need-apply during this.

They did hang on him or 
any 1's modern cascade 
of affection.

So, it might be a 
littleclamp upon 1 
@ work

Someone w/ a beaker
call it quits

winning

hurry or

meaning a pain

@ Pop, I saw

which also missed

in a hasty escape

hot tailing

/JAAK

summer 7 surprise

be wilderment
something fine
She was, no other way to put it, gloriously for me. Possibly one for her.
I'd never laughed so much. Not apparently had it.
I can't stand it.
Oscar
she backtracked immediately. "Excuse me...?"

gone in a puff of
smoke.

Philip D. Robertson

loose sack of
sameness

Don't get constipated about it.
skinny
TV
99
doing (did) a voice
technician
captivating
Dress & cover: Francium
back where he belonged

accidents happen, D. I. you're only one.

Eyes 7. Nine 3. USA/Radar
Warrior Watch me in Winings: Cold War in Sky
That's redaction?

Come to Newman Partners.com
- apps in training
  I name

One of lips's mysteries.
Well, yes, it was.

distinction w/o a diff

She raised her hands together.
Why you're regelmäßig - think regiments in life.
- turn it off like a evergreen - you don't want to get in their way, you don't want that on your conscience.
- clap the hands off!

It'd set us up for a good long time.

lightning storm in head
fluting voice
break to her own
throaty tone

It alarmed me...
was it possible?
may want no means
some away just like
that?

He joked seriously to
start w.
Incredible to me that we name
Kurt Wallander

Beginning to a smile

Aur, and though, I sort said complaints.

Only worthwhile
No 'only do it' that's important.
cabbage transplants
soil: " (copper area?)
water: new barrels big pots
genius?
green peach

napa trellis
turn on watering
nip black berrie
I further complain
632 - 2290

wire .16 gauge
wd whip
1/4 x 1/4

January
Outstanding

If it was any better, I’d be dangerous.

Then some (Tom) epidemic lament allowed a hour

history is always being made, let’s face it, but not D
than I thing at a

tune can be true.

We had music coming out our ears.

Vice

Here it's different.

Music running out our ears.

Cracked smile

1/2 smile
He had a way of laying at you...

When our world was surrounded by one another & surrounded the stage of mo 'low summer,
like a telephone pole
stopped by a cop for n'thing.
Del sunny

as if she had
nothing on him,

or he did on her, or

some combo I that
didn't like how they

were and each other.

You inherited

grown woman,

(centur) removed

from y'own.

, Dutton
Voracious
listen to her... &
we'd all be... seeing
old times I suppose
to live on.
doomed to callout
enlisted

Melody Carrman

Bright, warm. Impassive.
I, Lance, said so. Why
didn't it kick in when
(I needed it) like now?
watch us quicker than eyes, tumbling

What do you do then?
I went to Knotty practically right there

high point

Getting together like hi schoolers?
Doesn't know nic em.

No ordinary time.

Besides,

Yeah, yeah, you know. It's a bore.

Murphy (dog)

He patted his stomach regrettfully.

Steele
It was like handling barbarie

started anywhere
to showed no
path to sense or
direction.

Do we ever know ourselves
really? Down to ...
we hope so, but hope
is telling my feelings.

awful halt
Seedlings
pull old lettuce
plant new
shovel down deck
wash deck
cover lettuce
tie tomatoes
naps
pick
onions
Sears 7 Flite
D. Maxwell

By 0 1/0 1? OK?
Drill for fully a
minute.

Marinethan Hotel

Pretty in light
- like handling dynamite

Gripper, she was good for
salesmen.
I know. Don't even. It's not that so much.
It's not always apply to

546 425-775-
0542

Salmon
Salad
Adult

feartened
carelessly

Got that?
Mainly.
It is now worked on.

w/my ch-jkt
f'man/other

welled up

Ian Whinney
Abandoned